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Holiday KetoTom’s Daily Plan: Over 80 fuss-free recipes for a happier, healthier you. All day, every
day.The Lean MachinesThe Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle GuideThe Nourishing
CookBikini Body Training Guide 2.0The 4-Week Body Blitz75 HardFitness To FreedomBody By
SimoneStack Your BonesThe Bikini Body Motivation and Habits GuideBallet BeautifulRecipe
GuideThe Bikini Body Training GuideThe Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle GuideThe
Bikini Body Motivation & Habits GuideDo What Feels GoodThe Global Private Health & Fitness
BusinessBodyBoss Ultimate Body Fitness GuideThe Rebel's ApothecaryThe 30-Second
BodyKochie's 11-Step Money Plan For a Better LifeLean in 15Diet Right for Your Personality
TypeThe Fat-Loss Plan28 by Sam WoodThe HELP Vegetarian Nutrition GuideThe Age of
FitnessRobyn Lawley EatsThe Vertue MethodThe Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle
GuideJust the Good StuffClean Eating Alice The Body Bible: Feel Fit and Fabulous from the Inside
OutLotte Berk MethodTone It UpThe Bikini Body Motivation and Habits GuideBe Healthy Every
DayThe Hot Body DietWhy Women Need Fat

We live in the age of fitness. Hundreds of thousands of people run marathons and millions go
jogging in local parks, work out in gyms, cycle, swim, or practice yoga. The vast majority are not
engaged in competitive sport and are not trying to win any medals. They just want to get fit. Why
this modern preoccupation with fitness? In this new book, Jürgen Martschukat traces the roots of
our modern preoccupation with fitness back to the birth of modern societies in the eighteenth
century, showing how the idea of fitness was interwoven with modernity’s emphasis on perpetual
optimization and renewal. But it is only in the period since the 1970s, he argues, that the age of
fitness truly emerged, as part and parcel of our contemporary neoliberal era. Neoliberalism enjoins
individuals to work on themselves, to cultivate themselves in body and mind. Fitness becomes a
guiding principle of social life, an era-defining network of discourses and practices that shape
individuals’ actions and self-conceptions. The pursuit of fitness becomes a cultural repertoire that
is deeply ingrained in our institutions and way of life. This wide-ranging book shows how deeply
fitness is inscribed in modern societies, and how important fitness has become to success or
failure, recognition or exclusion, in a society that sets great store by self-responsibility,
performance, market, and competition. It will be of great value not only to those interested in sport
and fitness, but also to anyone concerned with the conditions of success and failure in our
societies today.
The Lotte Berk Method is a low-impact, extraordinarily effective program that firms, lengthens and
shapes muscles to their optimal form.
14 days of Kayla Itsines' healthy, tasty meals! Sometimes the only thing harder than the workouts,
is eating healthy and fighting those junk food cravings. Itsines' Recipe Guide uses the same
nutrition principles as The HELP Nutrition Guide and contains 14 additional days worth of
amazing, drool worthy recipes.
A step-by-step diet and exercise plan from social media sensation and fitness guru Michelle
Lewin, The Hot Body Diet reveals the star's insider tips and tricks for sustainable weight loss and
a toned bikini body. How you do maintain a perfect body? For years, fans have been asking
Venezuelan fitness model Michelle Lewin this very question. Known for her enviable curves,
washboard abs, and super strength, Lewin's physique has earned her millions of fans who are
eager to learn her diet and exercise secrets. And now, with help from certified health coach Dr.
Samar Yorde, she will share the keys to her weight loss and weight management for the first time.
Lewin has created an easy-to-follow, step-by-step diet and exercise plan that has amazing benefits
for all body types. She shares stories and struggles from her own weight loss journey, offering
support in creating a healthy transformation. With meal plans, recipes, exercise tips, and an FAQ
section from actual followers, The Hot Body Diet will help women achieve the strong, svelte bikini
body that Michelle Lewin has made famous.
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In Body By Simone, Simone De La Rue, the personal trainer for some of the hottest bodies in
Hollywood, shares her fitness secrets and teaches women how to achieve an A-list body using her
fun and unique strength training and cardio workouts. Considered the "next Tracy Anderson,"
Simone De La Rue has created a total body workout—a unique fusion of Pilates, bar method,
strength training, and cardio dance moves—for women looking to lose weight, tone up, change up
their routine, lose baby weight, or exercise while recovering from an injury. Her workouts are fastpaced, fun, and targeted for the muscle groups women most want to tone: arms, abs, glutes, and
thighs. Filled with nearly 200 gorgeous color photos, Body By Simone features Simone’s eightweek plan that incorporates her dance-based cardio workouts and signature strength training
moves. Here are workouts for all levels—beginning, intermediate, and advanced—and a selfassessment test to choose the right plan for you. Simone offers a breakdown for each week and a
schedule for each day, including an overview of the week’s goals and challenges. Each week
builds on the next to keep you challenged and engaged, and see the results you want. To boost
weight loss and metabolism as well as naturally detox the body, Simone also provides a 7-day kickstart cleanse complete with recipes for simple meals, juices, and smoothies.
The Lean Machines are genuine experts in health and happiness and have helped thousands of
people get lean and strong through their work as personal trainers and on their hugely popular
YouTube channel. Champions of balance, moderation and individuality, their advice is sensible,
accessible, and not at all intimidating - eat well, move better and feel awesome! "Our aim is to help
as many people as possible get healthy and understand that getting in great shape doesn't have to
be hard or depressing." Here, they share their secrets in their first book; a fun, fully illustrated
guide for becoming the best version of yourself. Featuring easy nutritious recipes, as well as
simple workouts, toning tips and mindfulness techniques, the boys prove that having a healthy
lifestyle is achievable and fun. #leanmachines
Revolutionise the way you approach fitness with yoga expert and celebrity trainer Shona Vertue in just 28 days! 'Shona changed my perspective on yoga. Working with her made my aches and
pains after playing disappear. She is the best.' - David Beckham Are you someone who has tried
every fitness class out there, but nothing has ever really stuck? Or perhaps you can run a 10k but
can barely touch your toes? Heard lifting weights is good, but feel lost in the gym? Keen to calm
your racing mind and get the focus you need to train? Shona Vertue's 28-day reset plan will
revolutionise the way you approach fitness. Her groundbreaking three-in-one method features a
blend of resistance training with weights to build strength, yoga to aid flexibility and lengthen
muscles, and a positive, mindful approach to exercise, combined with delicious, nourishing
recipes. Get in the best shape of your life, both physically and mentally, and feel stronger,
healthier and more flexible - in just 28 days. Features photos of every exercise, complete with food
plan and nutritious, energising recipes.

Do you lack confidence, grit, endurance, fortitude, self-esteem and all the other things that don't
just make someone great, but successful in everything they do?What if you could completely
transform yourself into someone who could do anything? I'm not talking about the change that
happens for a week or a month or a yearbut for your whole life? What would that legitimately and
realistically be worth to you?Everybody tries to tell themselves that they are "special" or
"great"but it's just talk. It's not reality.This book tells you how to do that. It doesn't cost anything
to execute this programbut it ain't free.I guarantee if you do exactly as I tell you to do it with no
compromises and zero substitutionsyou and your life will never be the same.-Andy Frisella
Karena Dawn and Katrina Scott, the founders of the Tone It Up fitness and health brand, have
taken the world by storm with their fun, energetic, girlfriend-to-girlfriend approach to getting fit. In
their Tone It Up book, the girls' genuine, relatable philosophy is boiled down to a 28-day program
that incorporates fitness routines, nutritional advice, and mental and spiritual practices to
transform readers' bodies, attitudes, and lives. Dawn and Scott take a holistic approach to fitness,
including the same principles in their book that make their brand so popular--a sense of
community, empowerment, and lightheartedness in every healthy, feel-good technique they
recommend. Dawn and Scott will help readers get: • FIT. With daily fitness challenges, workout
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plans, healthy-eating tips, and delicious recipes, readers will be on their way to the strong, sexy
body they're after. • FIERCE. Dawn and Scott will empower readers to be their best self-motivators
by aligning their minds and bodies with their intentions through visualization exercises, daily
meditations, confidence-boosting tips, and dares to move outside their comfort zones. •
FABULOUS. This is the fun stuff: beauty, sparkle, friendship, inspiration, joy, and all the things
that give readers that unmistakable glow so they radiate from the inside out!
Use the power of motivation and good habits to become fitter, healthier and stronger, for life!
Bikini Body Guides (BBG) co-creator Kayla Itsines, named the world's number one fitness
influencer by Forbes, shows you how to harness the power of motivation and build good habits
around health and fitness. Drawing on more than 40,000 survey responses from her global online
community, as well as extensive research and her experience as a trainer, Kayla addresses what
stops us from following through on our health and fitness goals. In her second book, The Bikini
Body Motivation & Habits Guide, Kayla explores how you can overcome those obstacles, set goals
and stick to a long-term plan for better health. Inside, you'll find helpful checklists and templates, a
28-day meal plan, more than 200 simple and delicious recipes, shopping lists and a pull-out 28-day
workout poster. Let global fitness phenomenon Kayla show you how YOU can stick to a plan for
long-term health. 'In this book, I give you the keys to achieving your goals and show you how to
use motivation to create healthy habits that will stick.'
Feel your bones. Get grounded. Relax. Learn to do less. Your body responds to events and
stresses in your life: Your back may tense up, shoulders slouch forward, hips veer off to the right
or left. Slowly, without noticing, you shift out of balance. Now, in Stack Your Bones, movement
teacher Ruthie Fraser helps you unwind and realign through 100 simple lessons in Structural
Integration. By becoming more aware of your body—its habits, structure, and needs—you can
relieve pain and move with ease once again. Learn to Find Your Feet, Root and Expand, Make It
Simple, Vary Your Route, Tackle the Imbalances, and 95 other ways to befriend your body!
Self-taught cook and food blogger Leah Itsines is happiest when she's preparing delicious food
for the people she loves. She's on a mission to help others make healthy eating an easy lifestyle
choice by promoting creativity and con?dence in the kitchen. With over 100 colourful recipes that
are close to Leah's heart, The Nourishing Cook will inspire you to have a go and learn for yourself
just how effortless it is to create nutritious meals that everyone will want to eat. You'll discover: *A
clear approach to nutrition for every meal. *How to love making simple, yummy food by going
back to cooking basics. *Leah's tips for food shopping, setting up her kitchen and her all-time
favourite staples. *How to boost your energy and reset your body with her ?ve tailored 'days on a
plate'. Leah's passion for healthy, wholesome food shines through on every page, and the key
ingredient here is balance - if you enjoy a varied diet that is flexible and full of wholefoods, you
needn't deprive yourself of anything! This is a specially formatted fixed-layout ebook that retains
the look and feel of the print book.
The groundbreaking discovery that shows why women need fat to lose fat. Why do women
struggle so much with weight? Can women ever lose weight and keep it off? In this researchdriven and counterintuitive book, an anthropologist and a public health doctor team up to answer
those questions. Blending anecdotal evidence with hard science, they explain how women's
weight is controlled by evolution-but more important- they reveal how a change in diet three
decades ago may be the reason women today are bigger than their grandmothers were. Explaining
why fat (both in our diet and in our body) is crucial to long-term health, the authors show not only
why women tend (and need) to get heavier after having their first child, but also destroy cultural
myths like "all fat is bad for you." Providing a plan that can help any woman achieve a natural,
healthy weight- without dieting- Why Women Need Fat not only gives women the tools they need
to shed weight, but also a better understanding of why those last five pounds seem impossible to
lose.
Eat more, exercise less, and lose fat Personal trainer and Instagram sensation Joe Wicks
(@thebodycoach) has helped thousands around the world lose fat and transform their bodies with
his nutritious, quick-to-prepare meals—ready in just fifteen minutes and made from easy to find
ingredients. In this essential cookbook and exercise guide, he reveals how to SHIFT body fat and
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get the lean physique of your dreams by eating better and exercising less with his signature HIIT
(high intensity interval training) home workouts and 100 delicious recipes like: Incredible Hulk
Smoothie • Big Barbecue Chicken Wrap • Quick Tortilla Pizza • Gnocchi with Sausage Ragu • Thai
Beef Stir-Fry • Beet Protein Brownies Filled with gorgeous food shots, helpful how-to photos, and
inspiring before-and-after shots of Joe’s clients and their amazing body transformations, Lean in
15 will help you discover how to keep your body healthy, strong, and lean—forever.
Keto is the fastest-growing diet in America, and the holiday season poses its greatest challenge: a
steady stream of parties and feasts full of carbohydrate-loaded foods (think stuffing and sweet
potato casserole) and tempting desserts. With this indespensible guide, you will never feel
hungry, burn fat, boost energy, and transfrom your body all while enjoying the festive season. The
ketogenic diet is based on cutting carbs down almost to near-zero while upping fat intake, and it
has been shown to not only help people lose weight permanently, but also be good for their health
by stabilizing blood sugar, lowering blood pressure, and improving markers for heart disease,
among other benefits. This book is a guide to handling your keto lifestyle throughout the holidays
to both enjoy the season and still maintain a healthy diet program. Starting first with the basics of
keto—what it is, how and why it works, and what you need to know about fats and carbs—readers
get tips on how to prep their kitchen, entertain in style, stay on track with exercise, and get
through tough moments: maintaining keto when friends and family pressure you, recovering from
a “cheat,” and adjusting your diet in the short term. The centerpiece is an extensive and colorful
collection of keto recipes, starting with cocktails and appetizers and going through main and side
dishes, vegetarian and vegan, and spectacular desserts. We wrap up with a fun keto gift guide full
of products and foods that every keto dieter will love.
The new healthy eating and lifestyle book from the inspirational and widely followed personal
trainer, Kayla Itsines.
"Health and fitness trainer and co-star of NBC's The Biggest Loser Jen Widerstrom's
groundbreaking weight-loss program to help readers drop pounds with a customized approach
based on eating right for their personality type"-The Bikini Body Training Guide is Kayla Itsines 189 page guide containing a full 12 week workout
plan. Including effective cardio methods, recommendations to target problem areas and workouts
under 30 minutes!
YOUR BEST BODY BEGINS HERE AND NOW! Ditch the gym membership and say goodbye to
weights and machines! Take control of your shape and your weight at home with celebrity fitness
trainer Adam Rosante’s three-tiered, simple-to-follow plan: • Eat Clean: Feed your body right with
simple meals designed to help you feel your best inside and out. No weird and wacky “diet”
gimmicks; just an easy embrace of healthy whole foods. • Train Dirty: Using compound
movements, progress overload, and high-intensity 30-second interval training, Rosante’s
exercises will skyrocket your metabolism, torch fat, and build lean muscle without requiring the
use of a single piece of equipment. • Live Hard: Strengthen the single most important muscle in
your body: your mind. You’ll learn how “Lottery Mindset Marketing” has conditioned you to fail in
your weight-loss goals—and how to overcome it. Featuring inspiring testimonials, motivational
advice, instructive photos, and a complete workout calendar, The 30-Second Body is a
comprehensive one-stop solution, your road map to losing weight fast and taking charge of your
life! Praise for The 30-Second Body “Easy, effective, and efficient . . . [The 30-Second Body] is
more like an easy-to-read playbook than an intimidating diet or fitness guide. It’s filled with
illuminating fitness quickies on how to build a better smoothie and high-intensity workout moves
you can do anywhere.”—Well+Good
"Hannah Bronfman is challenging us all to rethink our default standards of beauty and definitions
of ‘healthy’ —and I, for one, couldn’t be happier to hear this from another woman of color in the
wellness community. Do What Feels Good is a practical, inspirational, and beautiful guidebook to
feeling good in your own skin.” --Gabrielle Union, actress and bestselling author of We’re Going to
Need More Wine As a food lover, beauty product addict, exercise junkie, and wellness
entrepreneur, Hannah Bronfman practically radiates confidence and health. But she’ll be the first
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one to admit that the road to wellness and self-acceptance hasn’t been easy. As a woman of color
who grew up watching a close family member struggle with an eating disorder, Hannah’s had to
forge her own path and create her own standards of beauty. And what she’s learned is this:
Healthy is beautiful. And healthy should feel good. In Do What Feels Good, Hannah offers real talk
about getting in touch with your body’s needs, baring her soul and sharing her story along the
way. Hannah provides insight on everything from gut health to nutrition to fitness to skincare,
sharing insight from top experts on how to understand your body’s unique chemistry so that you
can fuel it with more of the things that feel good and less of the things that don’t. And since
delicious food is one of the things that makes everyone feel good, Hannah shares more than 50 of
her favorite recipes for healthy hedonism (desserts and cocktails included!). Enlightening,
empowering, and educational, this is an approach to wellness that is holistic, hedonistic, and real.
Because self-care should not feel self-punishing, and every body deserves to feel good.
Learn how to improve your health and wellness with the healing magic of cannabis, CBD and
medicinal mushrooms. When health coach and wellness blogger Jenny Sansouci learned that her
father was diagnosed with stage 4 pancreatic cancer, her extensive knowledge of the latest
alternative therapies was put to the test. Jenny dove into the world of cannabis and mushrooms
and their medicinal properties - and she and her dad are now outspoken champions of the healing
power of these plants and fungi - not only to tame the side effects of chemotherapy, but to
address everyday wellness concerns. The Rebel's Apothecary is the result of her heartfelt and
rigorous quest -- a science-based and supportive guide that will enhance the lives of anyone living
with pain, anxiety, depression, a weakened immune system, insomnia, and more. Complete with
background information, dosing instructions, and everyday recipes, this is the essential handbook
for harnessing the ancient healing powers of cannabis and mushrooms --safely, without
confusion, fear, or an unwanted high. In addition to debunking myths and de-stigmatizing these
powerful healing plants and fungi, The Rebel's Apothecary presents: - Specific protocols and
dosage guides for wellness uses (mood, sleep, immunity, focus, energy) and managing common
chemotherapy side effects - Everyday wellness routines - Recipes for delicious, easy, healthenhancing cannabis and mushroom infused smoothies, coffee drinks, teas, elixirs, gummies, and
broths - including recipes from chefs and wellness experts like Dr. Andrew Weil, Kris Carr,
Seamus Mullen, Marco Canora and more - The latest research on CBD, THC, medicinal
mushrooms and psilocybin - Tips for creating a cutting-edge home apothecary of your own
CHANGE YOUR THINKING, CHANGE YOUR SHAPE, CHANGE YOUR LIFE 28 By Sam Wood
combines quick, simple, delicious meals with a daily 28 minute exercise program. In just a year of
the program, personal trainer and The Bachelor favourite Sam Wood and his team have
transformed more than 100,000 people's lives. Now, for the first time, the best of 28 by Sam Wood
has been brought together in a book. Including 100 of Sam and nutritionist Steph Lowe's popular
recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks. All based on their philosophy that we should turn
the healthy food pyramid upside down - and prioritise real food with as little human interference as
possible. Alongside satisfying, achievable recipes for every time of the day, 28 By Sam Wood
includes a monthly meal planner, a regime of tough but achievable exercises for every level, and
advice on taking control of your weight, your health and your life today.
Alice will inspire you to discover a new way of eating and exercising that banishes low-calorie, yoyo dieting and shows you the way to a healthier mind and body. This isn’t a diet – it’s about
transforming your lifestyle permanently.
Robyn Lawley is a self-confessed foodie - in addition to being an international supermodel for the
likes of H & M and Ralph Lauren. When she's not gracing the cover of Vogue or modelling
swimwear or walking the runway,, she is scouring menus around the globe and cooking up a
storm for her best friends in her adopted home: New York City. Robyn Lawley Eats takes its name
from her popular food blog and brings together a collection of modern classics and sumptuous
photography from Robyn's travels, as well as home-grown Aussie dishes from her upbringing in
Sydney. This book has been a true labour of love for our stunning and talented Robyn Lawley.
Every single recipe in her new book was personally cooked, photographed, plated and eaten in
Robyn's own kitchen in New York City! A rich, cosmopolitan array of recipes for any occasion,
Robyn Lawley Eats has something for all levels of cooking experience and is an inspiration to girls
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who just love to eat.
Use the power of motivation and good habits to become fitter, healthier and stronger, for life!
Bikini Body Guides (BBG) co-creator Kayla Itsines, named the world's number one fitness
influencer by Forbes, shows you how to harness the power of motivation and build good habits
around health and fitness. Drawing on more than 40,000 survey responses from her global online
community, as well as extensive research and her experience as a trainer, Kayla addresses what
stops us from following through on our health and fitness goals. In her second book, The Bikini
Body Motivation & Habits Guide, Kayla explores how you can overcome those obstacles, set goals
and stick to a long-term plan for better health. Inside, you'll find helpful checklists and templates, a
28-day meal plan, more than 200 simple and delicious recipes, shopping lists and a downloadable
28-day workout poster. Let global fitness phenomenon Kayla show you how YOU can stick to a
plan for long-term health. "In this book, I give you the keys to achieving your goals and show you
how to use motivation to create healthy habits that will stick." This is a specially formatted fixedlayout ebook that retains the look and feel of the print book.
Achieve Your Goals to Live a Healthier, Happier, More Balanced Life Be Healthy Every Day life
planner will help you make them a reality! This 52-week motivational calendar and sticker set by
noted nutrition and health coach Maria Marlowe guides you to learn about, set goals for, and stick
to positive habits that will make you feel healthy, fit, and happy. Each week offers useful and
supportive advice and tips, including: How to choose essential items for your pantry, fridge, and
freezer—and what to toss How to make smart, healthy choices about snacks and packaged foods
Basics for nutritious and delicious batch cooking and building veggie bowls, salad jars, healthy
dressings, and more Plus: 300+ stickers that encourage you to choose healthy priorities, set and
achieve healthy goals for eating and exercise, and nurture your relationships--and yourself With
Be Healthy Every Day life planner, you can give yourself the gifts of feeling nourished, strong,
focused, calm, and happy. What are you waiting for? The journey to your healthiest self can start
today!
Kayla Itsines Bikini Body Guide 28-minute workouts are energetic, high-intensity, plyometric
training sessions that help women achieve healthy, strong bodies. Itsines’ Sweat with Kayla app is
the best selling fitness app in the world for a reason. The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating &
Lifestyle Guide is full of Kayla’s meal plans, recipes, and motivating information to help you live a
healthy and balanced lifestyle. Kayla makes exercising and healthy eating achievable and fun. The
Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide features: - Kayla’s advice for a nutritious and
sustainable diet - Over 200 recipes such as: Berry-Nana Smoothie Bowl Strawberries, Ricotta &
Nutella Drizzle on Toast Peachy Keen Smoothie Super Green Baked Eggs Fruit Salad with Chia
Seed Dressing Quinoa & Roast Vegetable Salad Moroccan Chicken Salad Asian Noodle Salad
Stuffed Sweet Potato Chicken Paella Pad Thai with Chicken Zucchini Pasta Bolognese - 7-Day
access to the Sweat with Kayla app - A 28-Day workout plan that has all the moves to accompany
Kayla’s meal plan The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide is the ultimate tool to
help you achieve your health and fitness goals.
The body transformation phenomenon and #1 Instagram sensation's first healthy eating and
lifestyle book! Millions of women follow Kayla Itsines and her Bikini Body Guide 28-minute
workouts: energetic, kinetic, high-intensity interval training sessions that help women achieve
healthy, strong bodies. Fans not only follow Kayla on Instagram, they pack stadiums for workout
sessions with her, they've made her Sweat with Kayla app hit the top of the Apple App Store's
health and fitness charts, and they post amazing before and after progress shots. The Bikini Body
28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide features: - 200 recipes such as fresh fruit breakfast
platters, smoothie bowls, and salads - A 4-week workout plan which includes Kayla's signature
28-minute workouts - Full-colour food shots and photos featuring Kayla throughout
So you finished my 12 week guide! Give yourself a massive congratulations and pat on the back.
It’s a huge accomplishment, and no doubt you are feeling a big change in your overall health,
mindset, and confidence. As you know by now, my program is not a “diet”, but a lifestyle. With my
2.0 guide, I’ve created another 12 weeks to help you continue your healthy lifestyle. Inside you will
find 12 weeks of higher challenge workouts, a full glossary section detailing new exercises, as
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well as a guide to foam rolling, and new resistance exercises. The 2.0 guide helps you take your
healthy lifestyle to the next level, and is the best way to continue reaching your fitness goals!
Welcome to food freedom: 100+ recipes that prove you can make healthy choices without
sacrificing the meals, snacks, and sweets you love--with plenty of gluten-free, Paleo, and plantbased options. Rachel Mansfield's vibrant debut cookbook proves that living a healthy lifestyle
doesn't mean adhering to restrictive diets or giving up all the foods you crave. Using better-foryou ingredients, such as grain-free flours, collagen peptides, and coconut sugar, you can indulge
while still maintaining a balanced approach to eating. Rachel's recipes focus on creative, flavorforward takes on favorite, comfort food dishes--think Almond Butter Pad Thai, Sweet Potato
Nachos with Cashew Cheese, Homemade Pastry Tarts with Berry Chia Jam, and Epic Quinoa
Burrito Bowls. Though Rachel personally doesn't prescribe to a single diet or label, many recipes
are Paleo-friendly, dairy-free, and gluten-free, and none include any refined sugar. This highly
approachable book is organized to reflect the rhythms of real life: grab-and-go breakfasts, meat
and vegetables perfect to mix and match for meal prep, easy solo dinners, potluck-friendly
spreads, shareable snacks, and, of course, sweets--lots of 'em because as Rachel says, "You can
have your gluten-free cake and eat it too!" Perfect for those who are new to cooking or learning
how to incorporate healthy ingredients into their everyday lives, Just the Good Stuff includes an
entire chapter on food prep (both a money and time saver!), lots of confidence-building tips, and
inspirational advice. Advance praise for Just the Good Stuff "In Just the Good Stuff, Rachel
creates recipes that are gluten-free, dairy-free, and deliciously vibrant. Her Crunchy Tahini
Chocolate Grain-Free Granola and Paleo Everything Bagel Bread are just two of the many recipes
you'll crave over and over again. Plus, having a guide to prepping food for the week, this book has
you covered for all aspects of eating."--Frank Lipman, MD, bestselling author of The New Health
Rules and How to Be Well "Rachel's recipes are modern, approachable, and simple enough that
anyone can make them! Just the Good Stuff is a new staple on my bookshelf!"--Gina Homolka,
New York Times bestselling cookbook author and founder of Skinnytaste
Ballet-inspired fitness for every woman! You don't have to be a professional ballerina to look like
one! With Mary Helen Bowers' Ballet Beautiful, forget beating yourself up in the gym and suffering
through starvation diets for some unattainable goal. You can achieve your ideal body and develop
the strength, grace, and elegance of a dancer by following Mary Helen's proven program--one
that's got everyone from celebrities to busy moms to executives raving! Ballet Beautiful is a
fitness method that blends the artistry and athleticism of ballet with an easy, accessible eating
plan that works for every body - and absolutely no dance experience is required. Created by
professional ballerina Mary Helen Bowers, this transformative approach to fitness and health will
reshape your body and your mind! Ballet Beautiful's three-fold approach is not an extreme
workout nor is it a radical diet for an overnight fix; it's a roadmap to achieving and maintaining
your ideal health, shape and size--all with the elegance and strength of a ballerina. Part One of the
book introduces the program's empowering mindset, the key to supporting and guiding you
through lasting change. Part Two, the Ballet Beautiful Method, consists of challenging, effective,
and fun workouts that sculpt and tone sleek ballet muscles and build beautiful posture. Whether
you have a full hour or only 15 minutes, you can tailor the program to your own schedule and
needs. Part Three shares the Ballet Beautiful Lifestyle, a healthy, balanced approach to nutrition.
With meal plans, shopping tips and quick but delicious daily recipes that will satisfy and nourish
your entire body, it's a stress-free, diet-free plan that will help keep you feeling as strong and
healthy as you look.
The HELP Vegetarian Guide contains Kayla Itsines' 107 page clean eating plan including a full 14
day meal plan with recipes. Suitable for Vegetarians, Vegans and Pescatarians. Learn what to eat,
discover fat burning foods, eat tasty meals and speed up your metabolism.
Are you fed up with restrictive dieting? Do you feel you’ve tried everything before and failed? Then
this plan is for you. This is different. This will work. Joe Wicks is back with another instalment of
100 brand-new delicious recipes and five speedy, effective HIIT workouts. The Fat-Loss Plan can
motivate everyone on their way to achieving a fit, lean and healthy body. Inside the book is a
combination of reduced-carb, post-workout and snacks and sweet treat recipes – all incredibly
tasty and easy to make in 15 minutes flat. Every recipe is filling and fuels you with energy for your
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day and your workout – including Steak Taco with Lime Salsa, Lamb Kofte Tagine and Veggie
Super Bowl. Thanks to sample weekly plans, Joe makes it simple for you to prep like a boss and
eat well every day of the week. Joe has more than 4 million followers on social media where fans
share their personal journeys towards a leaner, fitter lifestyle. The Lean in 15 titles won platinum
and gold awards at the Specsavers Nielsen book awards. Joe’s first book Lean in 15: The Shift
Plan has become the bestselling diet book of all time and all his books have been non-fiction
number one bestsellers. Start your journey to better health and fitness now with The Body Coach.
The Global Private Health & Fitness Business shows the globalization of the health and fitness
industry, and its different forms of management according to different countries, the objective
being to show the various business models in the fitness industry in seventeen countries around
the world and explore their methods of marketing.
David Koch, online entrepreneur, finance journalist and trusted Australian media personality
knows a thing or two about the family finances. Father of four kids, sole breadwinner, ad a man
not afraid to admit to his own odd money mistake, David has also spent hour after hour in the
Sunrise studio tuning in to the way the average Australian thinks about money. He knows the
extent to which we all: * spend too much on silly stuff * avoid keeping track of our expenses * get
overwhelmed by the cost of raising a family * settle for less in terms of salary * do without the
things that would bring a bit of pleasure to our lives * pay the banks too much in fees and interest.
David is here to help. In 11 easy steps he shows us everything we need to do to: * pay less on the
mortgage * put up to $14,000 extra back in the average family budget * get those finances sorted in
15 minutes a month * develop a side hustle or get a salary increase (or why not both?) * learn a
little about investing for the future * tackle debt once and for all. Friendly, clear and easy to use,
this is the guide you need to reset your money habits so you can learn more, worry less, breathe
easier and enjoy of the fruits of your labour. This book is just the first step towards getting on top
of your finances. Kochie's weekly '11 Steps' email newsletter is going to keep you on track well
beyond the last page with timely tips, news and opportunities for you to keep growing your wealth.
Just head to www.ymyl.com.au/11steps to get on the list.
Fitness to Freedom is a collection of health, wellness, and fitness stories written for women by
women to educate, inspire, and encourage readers to live their best and find their balance. The
authors in this book share with other women how we have managed to make health and fitness a
lifestyle that fits and works in our lives. It includes everything you wanted to know and more from
fitness gurus, athletes, competitors, and fitness instructors, as well as from everyday women who
just love fitness and keep active because it's their passion. This dream team of authors has
collaborated to create a rich book full of fitness truths from women warriors who are making
health and wellness work in their lives while helping others do the same. We come together with
passion, drive, and persistence to live our best lives and share love, commitment, and learning in
the hopes of informing and empowering other women to live their best life in and outside of the
gym. Contributors include Rachel Balunsat, Pauline Caballero, Heather Chapman, Julia Cochrane,
Nadia Dedic, Erica Glassford, Annie Graft, Carol Hanley, Jocelyn Hinz, Amy Howe, Cassie Lambert,
Allison Marschean, Violaine Pigeon, Sharlene Rochard, Lola Small, Barb Sotos, Karen Swyszcz,
Johanne Walker, Jena Weiss, Tarrah Wynn.
Chloe Madeley's 4-Week Body Blitz is an exercise and nutrition plan that shows you how to
transform your body shape in just 28 days. Do you have a party dress to squeeze into for the
Christmas season? If you have a short-term weight-loss goal, then this is the book for you! Chloe
Madeley is a qualified personal trainer who specialises in body shape transformation. In the
4-Week Body Blitz, she lays out the exercises you need to do and the food you should eat every
single day for four weeks in order to get yourself in shape. Follow Chloe's instructions and you
will see a significant difference in how your body looks. What’s more, you don't need a gym
membership or expensive equipment to follow Chloe's plan. This comprehensive, fully illustrated
guide is full of delicious, easy recipes to fuel your exercise and aid your weight-loss.
Tom Daley is an Olympian. He has learnt from the very best about how to stay healthy, fit and
positive – and now he’s ready to share those secrets with you.
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